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I am the author and I would like to…

Can I use my article in this way
without seeking permission?

Author action needed…

Share the pre-published version of article.

Yes

Authors may share the pre-published article via their
own social media, personal and/or insitutional website,
but not via ResearchGate/Academic.edu/SSRN.

Print copies for non-commercial use in a lecture or
classroom.

Yes

Must include a link to the Version of Record (VoR).
(AOM can provide )

Post my accepted manuscript (the version that has
been through peer review and been accepted by a
journal editor ) on my departmental or personal
website after publication.

Yes

Must include a link to the VoR.
(AOM can provide )

Post my accepted manuscript (the version that has
been through peer review and been accepted by a
journal editor ) on institutional repositories or
academic social networks (including Research
Gate/Academic.edu/SSRN).

Yes*
*(a 12-month embargo period
applies)

Must include a link to the VoR.
(AOM can provide )

Yes*
*(as long as it is the author's
institution and/or company)

Must include a link to the VoR.
(AOM can provide )

Use my article internally within my institution or
company.

Present my article at a meeting or conference.

Yes

Author must note that this article is derived in
part/whole from an article published in an AOM Journal
(TITLE/ISSUE #) and is available online with a link to the
VoR.

Reuse my article or any part of my article for
commercial gain.

No

Please email permissions@aom.org for more details.
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